Green Real Estate
Promotional Section
PRINT - Newsweek Magazine
Newsweek will be featuring a Green Real Estate promotional section in the Year End Double Issue, reaching more than
1.3 million readers in the Greater NY Metro area.
The Concept:
The concept of "Green" or eco-friendly real estate developments and projects are quickly growing in popularity and
revolutionizing local real estate markets. A dedicated marketing feature, written by Newsweek's Special Projects
Team, will be focusing on this concept as it relates to the New York metro area with a section in the December 31st
Year End Double Issue.
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The Package:
This is a unique opportunity to reach more than 1.3 million sophisticated, affluent Newsweek readers across the
Greater NY metro area by advertising in this section. Readers will know they are looking at premier developments
and projects at the forefront of this revolutionary concept when they see your advertisement in this special section.
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Cancer Care

University Hospitals
University Hospitals Ireland Cancer Center,
part of the Case Comprehensive Cancer
Center, is dedicated to innovative treatment
and promising research in the fight against
cancer through ongoing studies aimed at cancer treatment and prevention.
One of only 39 Comprehensive Cancer
Centers in the country designated by the
National Cancer Institute (NCI), Ireland can
offer cutting-edge treatments earlier than
most other cancer centers. Our affiliation with
Case Western Reserve University provides
ongoing studies aimed at cancer treatment
and prevention.
Patients receive skilled care through our multidisciplinary team approach. Experts in surgery, medical oncology, radiation therapy,
pathology, nursing, social work and psychology work together to create a personalized
treatment plan that meets physical, emotional
and spiritual needs.
Patients also benefit from more than 300 clinical trials, many of them featuring new drugs
developed by our own clinician-scientists.
Ireland Cancer Center closely ties clinical care
and research into a single focus. Personalized
care, promising therapies, and high survivorship rates demonstrate Ireland's mission to
bring scientific discoveries rapidly to cancer
care in order to lessen the burden of cancer in
northeast Ohio and nationally, to contribute to
cancer's cure.
Ireland is one of only eight cancer centers in the
country to have access to a pipeline of new drugs

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Ohio State's James Cancer Hospital

research-many of which are offered nowhere
else in the world. Research advances and new
therapies are enabling The James to deliver
the most effective cancer treatments customized to individual patients.
To learn more about The James, please visit
www.jamesline.com.

Ohio State's James Cancer Hospital and
Solove Research Institute: top-ranked in Ohio
for cancer care
As the Midwest's first and Ohio's only fully
dedicated cancer hospital and research institute, the Ohio State University Comprehensive
Cancer Center - James Cancer Hospital and
Solove Research Institute (The James) is one of
the nation's premier cancer centers for the prevention, detection and treatment of cancer.
For the ninth straight year, The James has been
named one of “America's Best Hospitals” by
U.S.News & World Report and this year it is
the top ranked hospital in Ohio for cancer
care. In addition, The James is among the
safest and most effective hospitals in the country, according to a national ranking from The
Leapfrog Group. The James is one of only 2
hospitals in Ohio to have earned the Leapfrog
Top Hospitals status.
The James is the patient care component of the
Ohio State University Comprehensive Cancer
Center, one of only 39 institutions in the United
States designated by the National Cancer
Institute (NCI) as a "comprehensive" cancer center. In addition, The James is one of only 10 freestanding cancer hospitals in the country.
The James is a national leader in creating and
testing new therapies based on scientific

All five Mercy Health Partners hospitals have
been approved with commendation by the
American College of Surgeons Commission
on Cancer (CoC). Approval by the CoC is
given only to those facilities that voluntarily
undergo a rigorous evaluation process and
conform to established quality-of-care standards for cancer treatment.
Three locations - Mercy Hospital Anderson,
Mercy Hospital Fairfield and Mercy Hospital
Western Hills - have also received the CoC
Outstanding Achievement Award. To earn
this commendation, hospitals are evaluated
against 35 individual standards comprising all
phases of their treatment program. In addition, they must demonstrate superiority in
leadership, research, clinical service, data
management, community outreach and quality improvement. Fewer than nine percent of
facilities surveyed nationally earn this honor.
These distinctions recognize a commitment to
the highest levels of quality in cancer treatment.
More important, they demonstrate Mercy's dedication to treating people, not just their ailments.
To learn more about the advanced treatments and
the caring professionals of Mercy Health Partners,
visit www.e-mercy.com or call 513-95MERCY.

through the NCI for early phase clinical trials.
Recognized by U.S. News and World Report
as one of the top 25 hospitals for cancer care in
the country, the mission of Ireland Cancer
Center is simple: to cure cancer.
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Mercy Health Partners

I’m a Board-Certified Surgeon and

I Choose Mercy.
Helping my patients beat cancer is my passion. That’s why I chose a hospital
that provides comprehensive cancer treatment, including minimally-invasive surgical
procedures that help my patients recover faster. My name is Dr. Anna Sobolewski.
And I choose to practice at Mercy.
Advanced Care, Close to Home.
e-mercy.com
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Single Rate

Newsweek’s NY Metro Market

Full page

$21,250

Circulation: 225,000 (tri-state)

1/2 page

$15,950

Audience: 1.3 million

1/4 page

$8,375

To Advertise Tel: 212 968 0196 ext 216 or Email: ghoffman@mongooseatlantic.com

•Rates are net
•Four color
*Ask about 10% discount for REBNY members

ONLINE - NewsweekShowcase.com
NewsweekShowcase.com – the web's premier informational resource for institutions, products and services that have
graced Newsweek's pages!
The site is linked directly from the Newsweek.com front page and is publicized regularly in Newsweek magazine.
Having a presence on the site is an inexpensive and convenient way to benefit from the large audience who
regularly visit NewsweekShowcase.com (over 600,000/month) and use it as an information resource.

Examples

Business & Consulting
Business opportunities, ownership
consulting, business services and
self-employment options.

Marketplace
A wide variety of quality products and
services featured by
NewsweekShowcase.com

Education
Private Schools, Colleges, Universities,
Teacher Education, Engineering, Law
Schools.

Offshore Finance
Offshore banking, banking services,
financial companies, financial planning,
money and finance management.

Expatriate Services
Relocation information, international finance
advice, quality international schools,
education and local guides.

Real Estate
Residential property, commercial property,
real estate, rentals, condos and
timeshares.

Fertility & Adoption
Adoption agencies, reproductive medicine,
infertility advice, fertility clinics and adoption
information.

Retirement
Retirment communitites, active living
communities, retirement options, retirement
communities by area and active adult living.

Franchises
Online franchise information,
franchise opportunities franchise
areas and franchising profiles

Summer Camps & Programs
Academic programs at leading colleges,
specialty camps, themed camps and
summer camp directory.

Health
Hospitals, healthcare facilities, health
products, health services, healthy living and
health information.

Travel & Culture
Discount travel deals, vacation packages,
travel agencies, travel information, city
profiles and travel solutions.

Important NWSC.com Stats:

A presence entails:

• 600,000 hits per month

• 500 words of text

• 80,000-100,000 unique visitors/month

• two graphics

• 75,000 page views/month.

• your logo

Rates

• hyperlink from our site to your own

Cost of a 6-month presence: $1,750

• live email link

Cost of a 12-month presence: $2,250

Please contact George Hoffman at 212-968-0196 ext 216 or ghoffman@mongooseatlantic.com

